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The chameleon is based on the transparent lizard on 

a poster designed by David Darchicourt that was redrawn 

for the catalogue “Simon Denny, Secret Power”, 2015



Wales are emotionally highly evolved and have a long 

galactic history. “Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home”, 1986



This predator jellyfish is one of the reasons why
travelling through hyperspace requires protection.

Azealia Banks, “Atlantis”, 2012 (1:28) 



An Annunaki alien travelling inter-dimensionally.

Azealia Banks, “Atlantis”, 2012 (1:35)



The shark represent humanity caught in the Matrix.

Karin Ferrari, “DECODING Azealia Banks’ ‘Atlantis’

(THE WHOLE TRUTH)”, 2013 (11:28)



The concept of duality is questioned by the queer 

nature of the seahorse. Karin Ferrari, “DECODING Azealia 

Banks’ ‘Atlantis’ (THE WHOLE TRUTH)”, 2013 (11:28)



The sphinx cat represents post-ideological lifestyle 

feminism. Lady Gaga, “Bad Romance”, 2009 (2:43)



The dog star Sirius. Karin Ferrari, “DECODING Katy 

Perry’s ‘Dark Horse’ (THE WHOLE TRUTH)”, 2014 (23:50)



Baphomet. Karin Ferrari, “DECODING Lady Gaga’s 

‘Bad Romance’ (THE WHOLE TRUTH)”, 2011 (21:43)



The dark horse, apart from bringing the apocalypse,

turns out to be the shady winner of a rigged game.

Karin Ferrari, “DECODING Katy Perry’s ‘Dark Horse’

(THE WHOLE TRUTH)”, 2015 (19:40)



Solution of the riddle of the sphinx.

Karin Ferrari, “DECODING Katy Perry’s ‘Dark Horse’

(THE WHOLE TRUTH)”, 2015 (21:43)



Anubis represented by a Harlequin Great Dane.

Lady Gaga, “Bad Romance”, 2009 (0:05)



Black bird symbolism is about nocturnal awareness.

Alex Proyas, “The Crow”, 1994 (18:08)



Higher knowing and the acceptance of the void.

Madonna, ‘Frozen’, 1998 (0:54)



The phoenix is essential in initiation rites,

which are thoroughly shaped by death-related symbolism.

Karin Ferrari, “DECODING Katy Perry’s ‘Dark Horse’

(THE WHOLE TRUTH)”, 2015 (8:28)



Fortuna Imperatrix Mundi and the game of decadence. 

Karin Ferrari, “DECODING Katy Perry’s ‘Dark Horse’

(THE WHOLE TRUTH)”, 2015 (15:08)



The monarch butterfly symbolizes the CIA’s 
MK-Ultra mind control program. Will.i.am, “Scream 

and Shout feat. Britney Spears”, 2012 (0:09)



Is monarch programming just a fantasy of a bunch of 

male nerds about powerful women who are mind-controlled 

sexbots or is it about the systematical conditioning 

of mankind? Mariah Carey, Breakdown, 1997 (1:30)



Trauma based mind control aims to fragmentize the mind.

Brooke Candy, “A Study in Duality”, 2015 (0:49)



Disney’s film “Fantasia” (1940) was meant to serve as a tool 
for programming Monarch mind controlled slaves. (25:42)



Justin Bieber’s tattoo. Young members of

the lower degrees of the Bavarian Illuminati

were known as the Brethren of Minerva.



The owl can see in the dark. The owl can see what we 

cannot see. The owl represents wisdom. The Illuminati 

see themselves as the only ones wise enough to rule 

the planet. Katy Perry, “Unconditionally”, 2013 (1:29)



Drake’s owl is all over the place. Sweaters, billboards, 

jewelry. “Drake, Started From The Bottom”, 2013  



‘And it just hit me, this is Illuminati symbolism.

The Mac’s milk cat has been changed to an owl that

has got one eye closed.’ Mac’s Milk Founder’s son.



The Eye of Horus optical device stands for insights that 

are reserved for an elite. Karin Ferrari, “DECODING Katy 

Perry’s ‘Dark Horse’ (THE WHOLE TRUTH)”, 2015 (21:43)



One of the early logos of the British 

intelligence agency MI5 features an All-Seeing 

Eye embedded in the capstone of a pyramid.



The Hidden Eye or, more importantly, the one

exposed eye, represent the All-Seeing Eye of the

Illuminati. Lady Gaga, “Just Dance”, 2008 (0:19)



Zig-zag down all the way to the creatures of the abyss.

Tree of Life, “Kabbalah”



The single floating pillar signifying Atlantis has not been 
built yet. Karin Ferrari, “DECODING Azealia Banks’ 

‘Atlantis’ (THE WHOLE TRUTH)”, 2013 (3:28)



Umbrella programming is used to create

mind-controlled assassins. Rhianna, “Umbrella”, 2007



Firefox Ouroboros



Reptile eating human

Alfa Romeo logo



The British telecommunication giant hides

the number 666 in its corporate logo.



The Disney company frequently inserts

occult symbols in their cartoons. The logo 

itself incorporates the Number of the Beast.



X is the symbol for transformation into a superior 

being. The “X-Men” series could be predictive 

programming. “X-Men Vol 2” #-1, 1997



Death, the journey into the ultimate unknown.

Eminem, album cover “Shady XV”, 2015



The X symbolism is used by occult practitioners who seek 

to evoke the 66 fallen angels of the Qlippoth in the Abyss of

the Tree of Life. 5 Seconds of Summer, “Good Girls”, 2014 (2:38)



The girl’s mental power will blast the horned guy away.

Katy Perry, “Wide Awake”, 2012 (2:55)



She becomes the empowered bearer 

of the horns,  the primordial symbol for 

female power. Disney, “Maleficient”, 2014



The bee stands for systemized industry and obedience, 

while the beehive is a metaphor for the control of 

the proletariat. Eminem, “Berzerk”, 2013 (4:05)



Karin Ferrari interviewed by Rahma Khazam

"A theory of cause and effect shows you how the trick is done. But what if some-
thing crucial about causality resided at the level of the magic trick itself ? "
   Timothy Morton, Realist Magic: Objects, Ontology, Causality (2013, p. 17)

Karin Ferrari is an artist based in Vienna, Austria who explores occult 
symbolism in pop culture, the entertainment industry and social media. She 
is known for her web series DECODING (THE WHOLE TRUTH), in which she 
reveals hidden messages in music videos and  TV clips. She has exhibited her 
work internationally: at Amsterdam Drawing, at the Royal Military Museums in 
Brussels, at the 21er Haus - Museum for Contemporary Art and Blickle Kino in 
Vienna, in a number of Austrian galleries and on Austrian television. Art histo-
rian and critic Rahma Khazam talks with her about magic, conspiracy theories 
and Hyperstition. 

RK: Over the past five years, you've been analyzing the symbolism in music
 videos. You integrate your analyses in the original videos in the form of voice-
overs, intertitles or text inserts. Now you've produced a colouring book contain-
ing cartoon-style symbols accompanied by short texts. What prompted you to 
adopt this new format ?

KF: In his exhibition at the 2015 Venice Biennial, Simon Denny presented a 
series of Cryptokids cartoon characters by the graphic designer David 
Darchicourt, who was the NSA's Creative Director up until 2012. On the NSA 
website, you can download and print out coloring pages with these NSA cartoons, 
which are designed to educate children about the work of the agency. The idea 
of the colouring book came from there. What I find interesting about children's 
books is that they are didactic, they have an agenda and there's often a moral, 
such as don't lie or don't steal. There are fascinating biases in these images that 
seem so harmless and nice but are completely manipulative. The symbols I've 
selected for my book also appear innocent but they actually refer to popular 
conspiracy theories on the Internet involving secret societies, black magic and 
mind control. 

They all have double or triple meanings and form an extensive web of cross-
references and allusions.  

Absolutely. For instance, the letters of the title on the cover form a pyramid, 
with the eye of the chameleon as the capstone. The pyramid shape is a reference 
to the cover of Amanda Beech's publication Final Machine (2013), which alludes
 to conspiracy, power and paranoia, but it's also a key symbol in conspiracy 



theory itself. The chameleon is a bridge not only to conspiracy theory, but also to 
the art world and the phenomenon of mass surveillance. I'll explain why. David 
Darchicourt made an NSA ‘Security’ poster featuring a translucent chameleon 
and Denny commissioned Darchicourt to redraw the creature for his exhibi-
tion in Venice. That's the connection to the art world and surveillance. But you 
should also bear in mind that my chameleon is based on the creature that Dar-
chicourt redrew for the exhibition, which resembles a lizard. And the lizard re-
calls conspiracy theorist David Icke's claim that shape-shifting extra-terrestrial 
reptilian aliens are taking on human form so that they can infiltrate the elite of 
human society and take control of the planet.
When you open the book, you'll see a fairy-like figure that I've called Fortuna 
Imperatrix Mundi. She symbolizes a supernatural being/Pantokrator/goddess of 
luck and fate and is pictured here hovering over two dice. The dice are an allu-
sion to the game of decadence, a fictional concept I borrowed from the Cybernetic 
Culture Research Unit - and to the dice that WWII pilots hung on their rearview 
mirror, to remind themselves, as I point out in the Katy Perry video, that each 
flight is a game with death. 
Further on, there's a drawing of Justin Bieber’s owl tattoo, which according 
to Internet rumours is a reference to the Brethren of Minerva. The Brethren 
formed the lower degrees of the Bavarian Illuminati, a secret society founded 
in the late eighteenth century. The Illuminati were eventually disbanded, but 
up until today their name keeps turning up in conspiracy theories of all kinds. 
Then there's the Vodafone logo containing the number 666, which is known as 
the mark of the beast or the devil's number. The official explanation is that these 
numbers are quotation marks!
I apply similar analyses to the symbolism in music videos. In my analysis of the 
Katy Perry video Dark Horse I point out the plethora of all-seeing eye imagery, 
which harks back to the Egyptian hieroglyph "Eye of Horus" as well as to the 
history of Christianity and Freemasonry. The finale of the video consists in the 
appearance of a gigantic pyramidal spaceship, which according to my analysis 
is a 3D incarnation of the all-seeing eye and prefigures the security apparatus of 
future surveillance states. It's not that implausible: drones are already watching 
us from the air.

How did you first become interested in occult symbols ? 

In the mountains where I grew up, legends about witches and fairytale figures 
were associated with specific places close to where I lived. I knew they were just 
stories but they somehow felt real. Then as a teenager, I became intrigued by the 
whole culture around occult symbolism and the paranormal and wanted to find 
out more. It wasn't easy though, because in the 1990s there was no YouTube and 
you'd have to go to special bookshops to buy the material. Very few people knew 
about ancient aliens, the Illuminati or the theory that climate change might 
cause an ice age.  



Who are the writers and thinkers who inspire you ?  
Is Lovecraft a big influence ? 

Everyone who's interested in forbidden knowledge and the unknown quotes 
Lovecraft. But for a while now, my greatest source of inspiration has been the 
weird part of YouTube. “Three clicks and I’m in the weird part of YouTube again” 
is the comment people post when they access the videos recommended by 
YouTube’s related video function. Many videos in the weird part of YouTube are 
attempts to express in visual terms the complex and opaque power structures of 
the present. They tell crazy stories that claim to be true - which makes them far 
more intriguing than if they were pure fiction. They get millions of clicks because 
there's a huge community of people who don't believe in the official explanations 
about what is going on. On the Internet, non-mainstream theories circulate very 
fast and can be linked up with many other stories, rumours and  conjectures. 
The related video feature on YouTube is like falling through a trap door or rabbit 
hole: you can't help but go deeper and deeper. 

Is that why you put your videos online ? Because of the huge audience for this 
type of material ? 

I do it because I'm appropriating knowledge that I've found online and I want
to give it back to the community from which it came. Another reason I like 
presenting my work on the Internet is because I get all kinds of comments - 
which I regard as part of the artwork. When Azealia Banks saw the interpreta-
tion I made of her video, she tweeted: "Look guys, I'm really a witch". 

What other differences are there between showing your work in a gallery and on 
the Internet ?

Art is fake on many levels and what I like about the Internet is that there is no 
pretense. People take the work seriously and assume that I am serious about it. 
And I am serious about it. I'm not making fun of conspiracy theorists, because 
regardless of whether their claims are true or not, there is a transformative 
power and potential in going beyond the ordinary. Facts are limiting. I don't go to 
extremes though. I maintain an objective distance in my analyses and I leave the 
really crazy interpretations to the comments section of YouTube.  

Your analyses aren't too far-fetched - we feel we'd like to believe them and that 
there may be some truth in them. It's not like face pareidolia, people who see the 
face of Jesus in a piece of toast, which seems completely absurd.
 
It is linked to my work though. You see what you want to see. But although I can 
relate to it, it's a joke, there's no rationale to it. I work differently. I don't focus on 



individual images. Like a detective, I construct a consistent and watertight nar-
rative, in which every piece has to fit. I start with coincidences and ambiguities, 
but the end result is logical and scientific. 

You draw on fringe theories and ideas that have been rejected by academia, but 
you make them sound authoritative. Were you influenced by Reza Negarestani's 
concept of theory-fiction ?

I admire the way Reza Negarestani and Ccru used the vocabulary, the style 
and the authority associated with works of theory to create a new genre between 
fiction and reality. When I read Reza's book Cyclonopedia: Complicity with 
Anonymous Materials (2008), I felt that it achieved  what I'd been trying to do in 
my video series DECODING (THE WHOLE TRUTH).

In 2013, you made a work called DECODING Azealia Banks' Atlantis (THE 
WHOLE TRUTH), which explored the entanglements between the origins of the 
universe and the collapse of modern capitalism. These are issues that also crop 
up in the writings of Reza Negarestani and Ccru. 

Yes, but I made that video before I knew about them. The connection between the 
origins of the universe and capitalism is quite complex and took me some time to 
work out. The original video doesn't really mean anything if you watch it without 
taking my analysis into account, and once you do, it changes your perception of 
reality and you can't go back to watching it as you did before. Armen Avanessian 
and Anke Hennig discuss this phenomenon in their book Metanoia (2014). The 
selfreflexive experience of this shift of perspective or metanoia is the effect I try 
to achieve with my works - they're like exercises for loosening up rigid thought 
patterns. 

You talk about changing the viewer's perception of reality, but where is the limit 
between fiction and what actually takes place ?

I tend to think not so much in terms of truth and fiction as in terms of synchro-
nicity or meaningful coincidences, as Jung put it. Take my work Lucky Jokers 
(2004-2010), which is an experiment about how attention can affect reality. 
After witnessing a series of bizarre, inexplicable coincidences or synchronici-
ties, I decided I would look for Jokers on the street. In the course of six years I 
found 12 cards. The last finding happened in Mongolia after a bet with a friend 
who didn’t believe me. A few days later we found a Joker lying in the middle of a 
crossing !

There's a quote in Ccru's text "Inside the Architectonic Order of the Eschaton" 
that I find especially relevant to your work: "Serious magic is too big to see. It 



consists of boxes within boxes within boxes ... endless embeddings, encompass-
ings, and concentric closings of circles, topographic correlate of summonings, 
banishings, and bindings."  You seem to be revealing these invisible magical 
embeddings.

Magic is a important theme in my practice. You can see that in my latest DECOD-
ING video, DECODING Die Intros der ZiB (THE WHOLE TRUTH) (2016). It's an 
analysis of the opening credits of the Austrian television news programme ZiB, 
in which I reference Ccru's definition of magic, i.e. the use of signs to produce 
changes in reality. The magical signs in the intros (the earth seen from above, 
the clock, the title of the news programme) convey authenticity and authority 
and warn the audience that something more real than the rest is about to come. 
Bourdieu writes that words exert a magical power on those who are prepared to 
believe in them and I think this can be applied to images as well.  

So you use Bourdieu and Ccru to legitimize magic. What happens in the rest of 
the video ?

In the first section, I introduce the philosopher Peter Osborne’s concept of the 
fiction of the contemporary. I apply his concept to the intros, claiming that the 
intros do exactly that: they create a fiction of the contemporary. This is because 
the images of Earth are simulations pretending to be real, and the world view 
on which the intros draw is fictitious in that it's unified, smooth and abstract. At 
the end of the video I explode the concept of the fiction of the contemporary by 
introducing the concept of Predictive Programming, which I explicitly link to the 
intros of the past two years. Predictive Programming is a non-academic concept 
from Internet conspiracy theories. It means for example that dystopian movies 
like The Hunger Games, which portray totalitarian states, prepare the popula-
tion for similar conditions in real life - because they get used to the idea and 
slowly accept it. 

You showed excerpts of your new video on news intros at the conference 
"Hyperstition: Challenging Dominant Reality Today" (Künstlerhaus Büchsen-
hausen, Innsbruck, 2016), in which Armen Avanessian and Mark Fisher also 
participated. Does it link up with their work ?  

There are parallels with Armen Avanessian and Suhail Malik's concept of 
the post-contemporary, a new time mode that supersedes ideas such as the 
contemporary, the present and linear time, seen as a succession of blocks that 
we pass through one after the other. Instead, it proposes a time-complex where 
the future is no longer dependent on the present. The prefix 'post' in the term 
post-contemporary is crucial because it does not simply mean 'after', but 
'beyond'. The politics of preemptive strikes and Amazon's book recommendation 



algorithm are examples of how, as Armen Avanessian puts it, the future shapes 
the present and time arrives from the future. There is a reversal in the flow of 
time and this is how Hyperstition works. Hyperstition is a neologism invented 
by the writers’ collective Ccru, which Mark Fisher was part of. It means “fictions 
that makes themselves real”. Advertising works this way. Speculation and the 
finance market work this way. Something assumes worth because people predict 
it will. Armen Avanessian and Suhail Malik don’t use the term Predictive 
Programming but it would fit within the framework of the post-contemporary.

So there's a reversal of time, and also of causality - effects precede causes. But to 
come back to your video, how do you apply Predictive Programming to the news ? 

The news shapes reality because the population believes the news and adapts its 
behaviour accordingly. Instead of Osborne's fiction of the contemporary, we have 
Predictive Programming, which associates magic and the real. Magic without 
realism and realism without magic are either silly or boring. But they form an 
explosive mixture with groundbreaking properties when they're combined in 
the proper way. 

Dr. Rahma KHAZAM is an art critic, historian and researcher. She participates 
in international conferences on art and aesthetics and has published her writing 
in exhibition catalogues, thematic anthologies and contemporary art magazines 
such as Frieze, Artforum.com and Springerin. Member of AICA (International 
Association of Art Critics). Member of EAM (European Network for Avant-Garde 
and Modernism Studies).





SOCIAL SCIENCE

SIMPLE MOTIFS TO COLOR BASED ON COMMON FORMS OF IMAGERY IN 
CORPORATE LOGOS, MUSIC VIDEOS AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY
THAT A GROWING INTERNET COMMUNITY ASSOCIATES WITH A 
H I D D E N  A G E N D A

Symbols, in whatever form they appear, are not usually 
isolated; they appear in clusters, giving rise to symbolic 
compositions, which may be evolved in time (as in the case 
of story telling), in space (works of art, emblems, graphic 
designs), or in both space and time (dreams, drama). 

           J.E. Cirlot, A dictionary of symbols, 1971

In place of aura, there is buzz. Like a swarm of bees,  
a swarm of images makes a buzz, and like a new idea or 
trend, once an image (whether attached to a product,  
a policy, a person, or a work of art) achieves saturation, it 
has a “buzz”. 

           David Joselit, After Art, 2013
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